**Drill Name:** Read the Hitter

**Drill Author:** Jason Davis

**Skill/System Focus:** Blocking

**Course Date:** 12/13/15

---

**Diagram Key:**
- **S** = Active Setter (S₁, S₂)
- **P** = Passer (P₁, P₂)
- **H** = Hitter (H₁, H₂)
- **SV** = Server (SV₁, SV₂)
- **D** = Digger (D₁, D₂)
- **B** = Blocker (B₁, B₂)
- **TA** = Target (TA₁, TA₂)
- **TO** = Tosser (TO₁, TO₂)
- **C** = Coach (C₁, C₂)
- **POA** = Point of Attack
- **TP** = Touch Point (Att Start Pt)
- **Path of Ball**
- **Path of Tip**
- **Path of Player**
- **P** = Platform
- **Box**
- **Cart**

---

**Purpose:** To get blockers to read hitters.

**Drill Overview:** Coach/player tosses a ball to the net. The blockers have to read the hitter to set a block.

**Scoring/Measurement:** Can run this as a tournament.

**Group Size:** (expanded info)

1 on 1 to 3 on 3

**Intensity/Rhythm:** Can run slow with instruction or fast for conditioning.

**Skill Applications:** to the game

- Blocking & hitting

**Variations:** of the Drill (any stand-alone versions in the database?)

2

**Coaching Tips:** for running this drill

I usually run this slow to teach eyework then fast for conditioning.

**Cautions:** for running this drill (relating to fatigue, rest to work, safety considerations, etc)

Make sure you hit the ball off the net.
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